5th grade: February
Lesson 4: Abstract art inspired by Sandra Silberzweig
Supplies & Setup:
Cover desk
Chalk pastels
Black oil pastel
Black construction paper
Pencils / erasers
Color wheel
Hair spray
Paper towels
Wet wipes
Each student will need a paper towel and wet wipe to wipe fingers during the lesson.
Introductions:
Give your art team a brief summary of the abstract art. Introduce yourself and art
team to class.
Visuals:
Pic of Sandra Silberzweig
Pic of sixteen women
Pic of sample art
Lesson:
Sandra Silberzweig is a contemporary abstract artist. Sandra is a Canadian Artist who
currently lives in Canada and creates works of art today. Sandra uses all the elements
in art in her abstract pieces. She uses very thick outlines to empathize her art. She
also uses very delicate marks, and some patterns. Sandra’s art has lots of shapes,
lines, dots, and zig zags. There is a lot of texture in her art work.
Discussion:
Have students look at the color wheel and discuss.
Primary colors: Yellow, red and blue
Secondary colors: Orange, green and purple
Analogous colors are colors next to each other on the color wheel
Examples of analogous colors are:
Yellow-yellow green-green

Blue-blue violet-violet

Let’s get started:
In portrait position follow the instructional drawing begin with the dot in the center
of the paper.

On monitor you will need to use white paper and black marker.

Draw a dot in the center of the paper.
Then draw line from dot to the top of
the paper

Draw a small line to the left like a capital

Make the nose about a ½ inch

Draw one line right to make the
center of eye.

Draw a half circle from above the
line and a half circle below the line.

Draw the iris and pupil.

Slightly lower draw a line to
the left for the eye.

Draw the half circle above and below the
line.
Add the iris and pupil
Draw different shapes on each eyelid.

Draw one straight line down
from the nose.

Draw small lips.

Draw one straight small line
down from center of lips.

Draw curved lines for jaw and

Draw neck and shoulders.
STOP; go over all the lines
with the black oil pastel

Draw in eyebrows, different on
each side.
It can be zig zags, arches,
triangles or circles. Just make it

Draw one line vertical and
horizontal in the cheeks to
section the face.

In the 4 sections below the eye we
will blend Analogous colors.

Reminder: Analogous colors are the colors next to each other on the color wheel.
Such as different shades of green, blue, red ……….

Discuss how to apply color.
Hold the chalk pastel in a slant between first finger and thumb.
Apply the 1st color in a back and forth circular motion.
Adding the second color next to the first and then adding the last color gentle blend
with finger tips on the edge where each color meets. Do not blend all the colors
together or you will not see the defining hue of each color. Make sure to clean off
fingers before blending a new color.

Students will need to choose 3 analogous
colors for each section.

In the upper section of the face we no longer
use the analogous colors. Select various
colors for eyelids and eye brows and nose.
Also add shading to the neck and shoulders.

Apply texture with lines, dots and zig zags.
Bright colors on dark colors and dark colors on
light color make the texture more defined.

Last step:
With the black oil pastel apply, a thick
heavy lines over the main structure of
the face. Have class sign their names
on the back.

Spray the finished project:
To set the finished abstract take portrait outside and lightly spray with hair spray.
Cleanup:
Place all the supplies back in the bin and return to the art room.
Sharpen pencils for the next class.

